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Prom flowchart

Prom is a terrifying and confusing time. Even if you get a date, you still won’t know which group to go with, which reservation to 
book or which way to point during that song that’s like “from the windoooow to the wall!” Heck, you don’t even know what that 
flower thing is called or how to pin it on your date’s low-cut dress without getting a punch in the face from her minister father. That’s 

a lot of unknowns considering prom is easily the most important event of your entire high school career, if not your entire life. Never fear, 
a quick look at this flowchart should help take some stress out of the painful tradition. Well, probably not.

gender?

girlboy

girlfriend? boyfriend?yes

single

ask girl

OMG she 
said yes!

everybody 
hurts sometimes

lower your 
standards (or 
your date’s 

age)

Ben and Jerry’s, 
Snuggie and 

“The Notebook”

“Prom is for 
sissies, I’m just 
going to the 
after-parties”

spend night 
watching CSI 
with parents

$200 for a 
ticket!?

yeah, 
right

she’s 
worth it

$1,000 for 
dinner and 
a limo!?

i’ve got 
college to 
pay for

i’m sure she’ll 
settle for 

Dominos and your 
mom’s Plymouth

“Only the 
best for my 
baby!”

throw on 
rental tux, 

spray “axe”

yes

single

get 
asked

“Oakton guys 
are jerks 
anyway!”

Alex 
Buscemi?
ew, no...

what no flowers?  
he needs to put 
more effort into 

your relationship

high maintenance!? 
you!? whatever, 
you were done 

with him anyway

“aww 
flowers? 

you 
shouldn’t 
have...”

uh-oh, his vest 
clashes with 
your dress

drag date 
to mall

find out some 
skank just 

bought the same 
dress as you

brazilian wax

manicure

pedicure

massage

hair appointment

make-up

take thousands of 
pictures

grandma 
forgot to 

take off the 
lense cap

Prom


